Data Privacy Statement
The purpose of this Data Privacy Statement (hereinafter referred to as the "Statement") is to inform
data subjects (hereinafter referred to as the "Subjects") about how we collect, store and process
their personal data.
The Union Internationale Motonautique (hereinafter referred to as "UIM") recognizes the
importance of keeping Subjects’ data confidential and protecting their privacy rights. We developed
this Statement to provide you with information on how we process your personal data when you visit
UIM websites, intranet or extranet, apply for a UIM Superlicence, UIM SeriesLicence, UIM daily
Superlicences, apply for an international record, apply for international racing event organization or
participate in UIM activities.
Other UIM websites, apps and products that do not include a link to this Statement and include a link
to a different UIM privacy policy are governed by that privacy statement.
“Personal data” is information relating to an identified or identifiable natural person.
The Subject acknowledges that the collection and processing of Data by UIM is necessary for
providing specific Services the Subject might be using, but also for the preservation of the legitimate
interests of UIM and for the fulfilment of legal obligations incumbent upon UIM.
Data collection purposes
- UIM processes the personal data of individuals who enroll to participate in competitions and
championships for the purpose of managing registrations and participation to such events.
UIM also processes the personal data of individuals who apply for UIM Superlicence, UIM
SeriesLicence, UIM Daily Superlicence
- UIM processes the personal data of individuals who are appointed by the UIM or elected to
be part of a Commission, Committee or Working Group or to bring their expertise as
consultant
- Similarly, UIM collects and processes personal data of contact persons working for providers
of services required by the federation (e.g. hotels, interpreters, translators, technical
companies, etc.) to successfully run meetings and events.
- UIM processes the personal data of individuals who register to attend meetings, conferences
or other events it organizes for the purpose of managing registration and participation to
such events.
- Technical data, on the other hand, are processed automatically and anonymously to improve
your browsing experience and collect user statistics.
As part of the Services, UIM collects the following Data (contemplative, non-exhaustive list) from
Subjects:
- Identification data: personal identification data (name, surname, title, picture, etc.).
- Identification data issued by public authorities and other registers: identity cards, passports,
driver’s licenses.
- Location data: personal addresses of Subjects.
- Communication and electronic identification data: telephone number, e-mail address, social
media accounts.
- Professional data: job title, function.
Subjects will be required to provide UIM with some personal information when registering for
Superlicence, SeriesLicence and daily licence.

Subjects will have to provide information to interact with our webstore and our training platform.
As external stakeholders, Subjects may be required to provide personal data when registering for
UIM newsletter or events or otherwise interacting with our website.
Information Collected from Third Parties - Subcontractors
As part of its Services, UIM may also collect data from third parties. Data collected from third parties
is treated in the same way as Data collected directly from the Subjects.
Methods of Data Processing and Retention Schedule
Data is processed by UIM - or by third parties selected on the basis of their reliability and
competence, as well as by duly appointed data controllers - solely for the purposes specified.
UIM retains the Data for as long as necessary for the fulfilment of the Purposes for which it was
collected. UIM will keep data for as long as Subjects continue to be a designated person within an
organization or other entity that UIM is in contact with for reasons pertaining to championships,
records, events, research or any other business relationship. UIM also will keep data for as long as
Subjects agree to receive our newsletter.
One of the UIM’s responsibilities is to retain powerboat sport history and keep records of its actions.
Because of this, the data stored in our competition database, International records database, events
database and other functional databases will not be automatically deleted.
Security measures are applied to prevent the risk of loss of data, unlawful or improper use and
unauthorized access.
Access to Data and Data Transfers
UIM is a global federation. To offer UIM’s services, we may need to transfer your personal data to a
National Authority (NA) or event organizer or contracted partner/promoter in other countries.
The Data transmitted to UIM will be known and used by UIM employees for the sole purpose of
performing the Services that constitute the purpose for which the Data was collected.
As part of the performance of the Services, UIM may transmit the Data to third parties. UIM does not
sell or rent the Data to any third party.
Finally, UIM may have to share the personal data:
- To put the needed Services at the Subjects disposal;
- Where permitted or required by law to comply with a valid legal process;
- To protect and defend UIM’s rights or property, including the security of its products and
services;
- To protect the personal safety, property or other rights of the public, UIM or its employees.
When UIM has the legal obligation to disclose Data to third parties, UIM will take all reasonable steps
to notify the Subjects in advance, unless otherwise required by law.
Privacy, Security and Data Protection
UIM undertakes to ensure that there are adequate levels of protection of Data.
Subjects’ Data will be transmitted to and stored on UIM’s servers, access to which is strictly limited.
UIM has taken the appropriate technical and organizational precautions to ensure that its servers are
accessible exclusively to duly authorized persons, as well as special precautions about the protection
of its technical environment (e. g. use of anti-viruses and Firewalls).

Social Networks
Third-party social networks that provide interactive plug-ins or social networking features (e.g., to
allow you to connect to Facebook or Google to find friends to add as connections or to "Like" a page)
on UIM websites or mobile apps, may use cookies or other methods (e.g., web beacons) to gather
information regarding your use of our websites and apps. The use of such information by a third
party depends on the privacy policy available on that social network’s website, which we encourage
you to carefully review. Such third parties may use these cookies or other tracking methods for their
own purposes by relating information about your use of our site with any of your Personal
Information that they may have.
Personal data that is processed when you apply for a UIM Superlicence, SeriesLicence
When you apply for a UIM Superlicence, SeriesLicence, or racing licence, your National Authority or
UIM will ask you to provide personal information which is required to confirm your identity and your
qualification to participate in UIM events and to enable them to contact you with information
concerning UIM matters. The information includes the following elements:
- Name / First Name
- Picture
- International licence number
- Required personal information for Superlicence/Serieslicence application
Categories of recipients of personal data of the licence database
The following information may be disclosed by UIM to the UIM event organizers, Jury presidents and
Jury members, UIM Officers & Commissioners and other persons with a task of managing the UIM
event:
- Name / First Name
- Date of birth
- Represented country
- Gender
- UIM Superlicence number, issue and expiry dates
- NA National licence number
- Issuing date
- Expiry date
- Discipline
- Nationality
- Country of residence
- Mailing address
- E-mail address
- Phone number
- Picture
- Immersion training test, issue and expiry dates
The following information may be disclosed by UIM to the public or media:
- Name / First Name
- Date of birth
- Represented country
- Gender
- Discipline
- Picture

Purposes and legal grounds (licences)
UIM and/or the event organizer processes your information to be able to verify your identity and
your eligibility to participate in UIM racing events. The legal ground for processing your information
for this purpose is based on UIM’s NAs legitimate interest in controlling racing licences and events.
UIM also processes your information for the purpose of communicating about UIM matters with you
and UIM officials. The legal ground for processing your information for these purposes is UIM’s
legitimate interest in performing functions described in the UIM Statutes, By Laws and racing
Discipline Rulebooks.
Personal data that is processed when you apply for international records, UIM badge or certificates
or participate in UIM activities
When you apply for international records, UIM badge or certificate or attend in UIM activities, UIM
will ask you to provide personal information which is required to process your application or
participation and to contact you with information concerning UIM matters. The information includes
the following elements:
- Name / First Name
- Nationality
- Birthdate
- Phone number
- E-mail address
- Fax
- Social media user name
- Postal address
Categories of recipients of personal data (other data)
The following information may be disclosed by UIM to its officials to fulfill their functions as officials:
- Name / First Name
- Nationality
- Birthdate
- Phone number
- E-mail address
- Fax
- Social media user name
- Postal address
- Represented country
- International record or event performance
The following information may be disclosed by UIM to the public directly or through our webpages:
- Name / First Name
- Represented country
- Picture
- Position in UIM organization or other organization, company
- International record or event performance
Purposes and legal grounds (other data)
UIM processes your information to be able to verify your identity and to record your participation in
UIM activities and your international records, badges and certificates. The legal ground for
processing your information for this purpose is based on UIM’s legitimate interest in performing
functions described in the UIM Statues, By Laws and racing Discipline Rulebooks.

UIM also processes your information for the purpose of communicating about UIM matters with you
and UIM officials. The legal ground for processing your information for these purposes is UIM’s
legitimate interest in performing functions described in the UIM Statues, By Laws and racing
Discipline Rulebooks.
Rights of the Subjects
In accordance with the applicable regulations, Subjects may exercise the following rights with respect
to their data in connection with the processing of Data:
- Right to request access to stored Data;
- Right to request the rectification of stored Data;
- Right to request the deletion of stored Data, subject to the applicable legal provisions on
data retention;
- Right to request a limitation of the processing of stored Data, subject to the applicable legal
provisions regarding the processing of data; and
- Right to request a prohibition on the processing of stored Data, subject to the applicable
legal provisions regarding the processing of data.
Even if a Subject contests the processing of its Data, UIM is entitled to continue such processing if it
is (i) legally binding, (ii) necessary for the performance of an Agreement to which the Subject might
be party, (iii) necessary for the performance of legal obligations in compliance with proceeding of
public interest or (iv) necessary for the legitimate interests that UIM pursues, including the finding,
exercise or defense of a right in justice.
Please note that exercising the right to limit the use the data, might result in not being able to
compete in UIM sanctioned events or attend other UIM activities.
The exercise of any right set forth in the paragraph shall be carried out in accordance with the
communication provisions below.
Communication and Remarks
If you have any questions about UIM data protection, a detailed message can be sent to
dpo@uim.sport and UIM will address them at the earliest convenience. You may exercise any of your
rights related to Personal Data by sending your request to the aforementioned address.
UIM is constantly evolving and this Notice and the Terms and Conditions may change. Unless
otherwise stated, our Notice applies to the use of all information collected about any Subject.

